
Fat Loss Accelerators Review Reveals 31
Workout Program by Vidulich

Fat Loss Accelerators by Kate

Vidulich

MEDFORD, OR, June 4, 2013 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Many

workout programs come and go these days. In this Fat

Loss Accelerators review the workout program by Kate

Vidulich gets a closer look. Is it good or is it just another

workout?

With recent studies and advancements in the fitness

industry, the latest movement is away from cardio.

Although many have gotten great success in the past by

doing cardio, some of the scientific studies show that

there are greater long-term benefits to skipping this fat

loss workout all together. What would replace traditional

cardio? Workout finishers.

Kate Vidulich has put together the latest workout

program of finishers called 31 Fat Loss Accelerators.

Here is what the fat loss workout includes:

#1 - 31 Fat Loss Accelerators Workouts

This is the main manual and it includes everything to teach one how to lose stubborn belly fat

and get lean without doing cardio. In the manual one will find step-by-step instructions

accompanied with photos and descriptions for each exercise and workout.

#2 - Body Weight Accelerators

Specifically designed for someone who does not have access to gym equipment, who prefers

body weight training or for anyone who would just like to mix things up a bit.

#3 - Diet Accelerators

Although not as fun to do or to even talk about, diet is a very important aspect to fat loss. For

those who are not sure of exactly what to eat, this will prove to be quite helpful. In addition to

providing the best guidelines to follow for fat loss, the diet is designed to fix "broken"

metabolisms and to speed up the effects for the Fat Loss Accelerators workout.

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://www.fatlossaccelerators.net/workout


#4 - Email Support for One Year

As part of the initial launch of the Fat Loss Accelerators program, Kate Vidulich is offering access

to her personal email address. Her plan is to provide priority email coaching for a full year.

#6 - Lifetime Updates of The Product

Although this is one of the most advanced fat burning workouts to hit the market, nothing is

perfect. Being a perfectionist though, Vidulich has decided to offer free updates every time she

finds a way to improve the fat loss system.

So what does one of the 31 Fat Loss Accelerators workouts look like?

Here is an example workout:

- Barbell Push Ups x 6

- Squat Thrust x 6

- Romanian Deadlift x 6

- High Pulls x 6

- Front Squat x 6

- Push Press x 6

Click here to visit the official website.

One would perform each of these exercises back-to-back and then rest for 90 seconds. That

would be called one "circuit" and one would need to perform a total of 5 circuits with 1 1/2

minutes of rest between each circuit.

So who is this program for? In reality it really is for anyone. Because of the design and structure

of the workouts themselves this could be a good workout for either a beginner or advanced

athlete. If the workout is quite difficult one would need to rest a little longer. If the workout is

easy (not likely) one would rest less or not at all.

All-in-all this is a quality workout program and the 31 Fat Loss Accelerators are guaranteed to

result in fat loss results.

Click here to buy Fat Loss Accelerators or to learn more: http://fatlossaccelerators.net/fatloss-

workouts

Fitness B&W is dedicated to bringing it's readers the most current and up-to-date workout

information in a manner that is easy to implement and ensures success.
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